SUBJECT: AMENDMENT TO TRAFFIC RESOLUTION NO. 10-2001 - DESIGNATION OF THE INTERSECTION AT THURMAN AVENUE AND “F” STREET AS A STOP INTERSECTION

SOURCE: Department of Public Works - Engineering Division

COMMENT: Periodically staff reviews Traffic Resolution No. 10-2001 to make recommendations to City Council for changes that will make the resolution consistent with recent developments.

The subject intersection is just south of St. Anne’s Church and School complex. Many parents bring their children to school and pick them up after school. At these two times of the day the traffic on “F” Street is heavy enough to warrant consideration of stop signs at the subject intersection. City staff has reviewed the traffic pattern at the subject intersection and recommends the installation of stop signs for the traffic on Thurman Avenue. If the City Council takes action approving these stop signs, the City Traffic Engineer will order them installed pursuant to Section 17-7 of the Traffic Ordinance.


ATTACHMENT: Resolution
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RESOLUTION NO. ____

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF PORTERVILLE
AMENDING TRAFFIC RESOLUTION NO. 10-2001

WHEREAS, per Traffic Ordinance No. 1162, Traffic Resolution No. 10-2001 defines and establishes certain streets and parts of streets in the City of Porterville as one way streets, through streets, stop intersections, no parking areas, diagonal parking zones, no parking zones, truck routes and commercial vehicles prohibited streets; and

WHEREAS, the Traffic Resolution needs to be amended;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Porterville that the following change be made to Section 21 of Traffic Resolution No. 10-2001:

A. Section 21. Through Streets and Stop Intersections. Add to Section 21 the following:

21-142. The intersection of Thurman Avenue and ‘F’ Street.

________________________
Gordon T. Woods, Mayor

ATTEST:

________________________
John Longley, City Clerk